
Caring for Your Senior Cat
We all want to grow old with grace and dignity and we want the same for our cats. As your 
cat's owner, there is much you can do to keep your senior cat healthy and happy. Check 
out our top 10 tips for caring for your senior cat. 

1.  Schedule Regular Kitty Check-ups
Feline experts agree that cats should see their veterinarian 
more often as they age. Every 6 months is a good guideline 
for checkups, even if your cat appears healthy. Six months is 
roughly equivalent to 2 years for a person–a lot can change in 
that time. Develop a close relationship with your cat's 
veterinarian while your cat is still healthy so they can really get 
to know your cat. As your cat ages you veterinarian will also 
recommend additional testing such as sampling blood and 
urine, as well as measuring blood pressure. 
 
2. Set Your Senior Cat Up for Success at the Vet
Reduce the stress of veterinary visits by acclimating your cat 
to its carrier in advance of the appointment and making the 
carrier comfortable with soft, familiar bedding. Prepare a list of 
questions or concerns to ask your veterinarian. Find a 
veterinarian who is a member of the AAFP or part of its Cat 
Friendly Practice Program (CFP) at www.catvets.com. CFP 
designated practices have taken 
extra steps to assure they 
understand a cat’s unique needs, 
have implemented feline-friendly 
standards, have made changes to decrease stress, and 
provide a more calming environment. To learn more about 
how you can benefit from visiting a CFP, or search for one in 
your area, visit: www.catvets.com/cfp. 

3.  Know Your Cat's Habits and 
Pay Attention to Changes
Cats are masters at hiding illness. 
Signs are often subtle and easily 
missed. If you notice a difference in 
behavior, such as sleeping more or 
hiding, don't ignore it! Speak up and 
tell your vet. Also, make sure to tell 
your vet about any changes in your 
cat’s behavior because, after all, you 
know your cat and its routines better 
than anyone, making you an 
important member of his or her healthcare team. 

4. Beware of Changes in Weight
Both weight gain AND unplanned 
weight loss require a visit to the 
veterinarian. While weight gain in 
mid-life can predispose to chronic 
diseases and shortened life span, 
weight loss in advanced age is 
usually a sign that something is 
amiss. Some of the most common 
diseases causing weight loss - hyperthyroidism, intestinal disease, 
and diabetes – occur with a normal or even increased appetite. 
Gradual changes in weight are hard to notice and monitoring your 
cat's weight is one of the most important reasons for routine 
examinations.

5.  They're Not Just “Slowing Down”
Most owners assume that slowing down is an unavoidable part of 
aging, but “slowing down” is often a sign of underlying discomfort 
or pain. Arthritis, or degenerative joint disease, is present in the 
vast majority of older cats and appropriate treatment can help them 
remain active and engaged. If your cat has difficulty going up or 
down steps, does not jump like it used to, or is having accidents 
outside the litterbox, tell your veterinarian. 

6.  Look When You Scoop 
7.  Take a “Cat's Eye View” of the Litterbox
8.  Know That Your Cat’s Needs Will Change
9.  Know How Much Your Cat is Eating
10.  Enjoy Your Special Bond with Your Cat 

For more information and further details
on tips 6 – 10 below, visit 

www.catvets.com/senior-care


